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Abstract. Prediction of protein interactions is one of the central problems in
post–genomic biology. In this paper, we present an association rule-based protein interaction prediction method. We adopted neural network to cluster protein interaction data, and used information theory based feature selection
method to reduce protein feature dimension. After model training, feature association rules are generated to interaction prediction by decoding a set of learned
weights of trained neural network and by mining association rules. For model
training, an initial network model was constructed with public Yeast protein interaction data considering their functional categories, set of features, and interaction partners. The prediction performance was compared with traditional
simple association rule mining method. The experimental results show that proposed method has about 96.1% interaction prediction accuracy compared to
simple association mining approach which achieved about 91.4% accuracy.

1 Introduction
It is known that protein–protein interactions (PPIs) are fundamental reactions in the
organisms and play important roles by determining biological processes. Therefore,
comprehensive description and analysis of PPIs would significantly contribute to the
understanding of biological phenomena and problems. After the completion of the
genome sequence of yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae), researchers have undertaken
the task of functional analysis of the yeast genome comprising more than 6,300 proteins [1], and abundant interaction data have been produced by many research groups.
Thus, fresh methods to discover novel knowledge from the interaction data through
the analysis of these data are needed.
A variety of attempts have been tried to predict protein functions and interactions
with various data such as gene expression, PPI data, and literature analysis. Analysis
of gene expression data through clustering also adopted to predict functions of unannotated proteins based on the idea that genes with similar functions are likely to be
co-expressed [2, 3]. Park et al. [4] analyzed interactions between protein domains in
terms of the interactions between structural families of evolutionarily related domains.
Iossifov et al. [5] and Ng et al. [6] inferred new interaction from existing interaction
data. Even though there are many other approaches for analyzing and predicting protein interactions, however, many approaches to protein interaction analysis suffered
from high dimensional property of data which have thousand of features [7].
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In this paper, we propose an adaptive neural network based feature association
mining method for PPI prediction. We used additional association rules for interaction
prediction those are generated by decoding set of learned weights of neural network.
We presumed that association rules decoded from neural network would make the
prediction procedure more robust for unexpected error factors by accounting relatively robust characteristic of neural networks (e.g., error factors would be false positive or negative interactions those are provided to the prediction model).
Basically, we use adaptive resonance theory (ART) [8] as an adaptive neural network clustering model to build prediction model. We used ART-1 [9], modified version of ART [10], to cluster binary vectors. The advantage of using ART-1 algorithm
for grouping of feature abundant interaction data is that it adapts the changes in new
protein interactions without losing key information learned from other interactions
trained previously. We assumed ‘protein–protein interaction’ of yeast as ‘feature–to–
feature’ association of each interacting proteins. To analyze PPIs with respect to their
interaction class with their feature association, we use as many features as possible
from several major public databases such as (Munich Information Center for Protein
Sequences) MIPS and SGD (Saccharomyces Genome Database) [11, 12] to build rich
feature vector for each protein interaction. We used the same approach of Rangarajan
et al. [13] for clustering model design and we also use the same feature selection filter
of Yu et al. [14] to reduce computational complexity and improve the overall learning
performance by eliminating non-informative features.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce feature selection filter and describe overall architecture of ART-1 based protein interaction clustering
model. In Section 3, we present detailed neural network training method with PPI data
and the decoding method of association rules extracted from trained network. In Section 4, we present the representation scheme of protein interaction for neural network
input, association mining, and experimental results. Finally, concluding remarks and
future works are given in Section 5.

2 Feature Dimension Reduction and Protein Cluster Learning
Feature Dimension Reduction by Feature Selection
A set of massive features for each protein and interacting pairs are built by utilizing
several public protein databases [11, 12, 15, 16, 17]. Generally, feature selection is
necessary when dealing with such high dimensional (feature dimension) data. In our
study, set of features having no information of its association with other proteins are
removed by applying feature selection. To filter out non-informative features we
applied entropy and information gain-based measure, symmetrical uncertainty (SUvalue), as a measure of feature correlation [18]. The procedures of the correlationbased feature dimension reduction filter of Eom et al. [7] used for our application.
Enriching Protein Features by Neural Network-Based Cluster Learning
We use ART-1 neural network to group the class of PPIs by their 13 functional classes
and the class of interacting counterparts. In our ART-1 based clustering, a protein
interaction is represented as a prototype vector that is a generalized representation of a
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set of features of each interacting proteins. The degree of similarity between the members of each cluster can be controlled by changing the value of the vigilance parameter
ρ. We analyzed the cluster formed by using the ART-1 technique by varying the vigilance parameter between the values 0.2 and 0.8. Figure 1 represents the architecture of
ART-1 based clustering model and the PPIi stand for each protein interaction and it
includes set of features of two interacting proteins. The overall procedure for clustering
protein interactions with the ART-1 based clustering model is described in the Appendix. The basic layout of this procedure is identical with the work of Rangarajan et al.
[13]. The set of weights of trained neural network were decoded as a form of association rule with the ‘weight-to-rule’ decoding procedures described in Figure 3 to enrich
the protein features.
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Fig. 1. The schematic architecture of neural network (ART-1) based clustering model (More
detailed model constructions are described in [19])

3 Rule Extraction from Trained Neural Network
Learning Feature Associations with Neural Network
A supervised artificial neural network (ANN) uses a set of training examples or records. These records include N attributes. Each attribute, An (n = 1, 2, … , N), can be
encoded into a fixed length binary substring {x1 . . . xi . . . xm(n)}, where m(n) is the
number of possible values for an attribute An. The element xi = 1 if its corresponding
attribute value exists, while all the other elements = 0. Then, the proposed number of
input nodes, I, in the input layer of ANN can be given by I = ∑ nN=1m(n) .
The input attributes vectors, Xm, to the input layer can be rewritten as Xm = {x1 . . .
xi . . . xI}m, m = (1,2,…, M) where M is the total number of input training patterns.
The output class vector, Ck(k = 1, 2, . . . ,K), can be encoded as a bit vector of a fixed
length K as follows Ck {ψ 1 …ψ k …ψ K } where K is the number of different possible
classes. If the output vector belongs to classk then the element ψk is equal to 1 while
all the other elements in the vector are zeros. Therefore, the proposed number of
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output nodes in the output layer of ANN is K. Accordingly the input and the output
nodes of the ANN are determined and the structure of the ANN is shown in Figure 2.
The ANN is trained on the encoded vectors of the input attributes and the corresponding vectors of the output classes. The training of ANN is processed until the convergence rate between the actual and the desired output will be achieved. The convergence rate can be improved by changing the number of iterations, the number of hidden nodes (J), the learning rate, and the momentum rate.
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Fig. 2. The structure of the artificial neural network for feature association learning. The two
weight groups (WG1 and WG2) are decoded into association rule after network training.

By ANN training, two groups of weights are obtained. The first group, (WG1)i,j, is
the weights between the input node i and the hidden node j. The second group,
(WG2)j,k, is the weights of the hidden node j and output node k. A sigmoid is used for
the activation function of the hidden and output nodes. Then, the total input to the j–th
hidden node (IHNj) and the output of the j–th hidden node (OHNj) are given by
I

IHN j = ∑ xi (WG1)i , j , OHN j =
i =1

1
.
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Nextly, the total input to the k–th output node, IONk, is given by
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Then, the final value of the k–th output node, ψk, is given by
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The function, ψk = f(xi, (WG1)i,j, (WG2)j,k) is an exponential function in xi since
(WG1)i,j, (WG2)j,k are constants and its maximum output value is equal to one. Then,
we can say that “An input vector, Xm, belongs to a classk iff ψk Cm = 1 and all other
elements in Cm = 0.”

∈

With the given parameters,
- A: set of attributes. - α: set of attributes (conditional), β: set of result attributes (result).
- n: the number of total attribute, γ: the length of feature n.
- G: set of the best b chromosome, g: a chromosome in G.
- b: the number of total chromosome (|G| = b).
- μ: the number of total rule found by association rule mining.
Repeat Step 1 to Step 5, for all g in G.
1. Create temporary empty rule t: {α} → {β}, and Set α = β = φ.
2. Divide best chromosome into 2n segments.
(Each segment in 1 to n is corresponds to each attribute of An for condition of rule).
(Each segment in n+1 to 2n is corresponds to each attribute of An for result of rule).
3. For all i, i = 1 to n.
3.1 For all j, j = 1 to γ.
3.1.1 If the corresponding bit of conditional chromosome is equal to ‘1’,
A j.
α←α
3.2 Connect all feature in α with operator ‘AND’.

∪

4. For all i, i = n+1 to 2n.
4.1 For all j, j = 1 to γ.
4.1.1 If the corresponding bit of result chromosome is equal to ‘1’,
β←β
A j.
4.2 Connect all feature in β with operator ‘AND’.

∪

5. For all k, k = 1 to μ.
5.1 If any R(k) ≡ t then R ← R – R(k) else R ← R

∪ t.

Return final rule set R
(R = rules mined by association mining + rules decoded by top b chromosome decoding).
Fig. 3. The rule decoding procedures from the selected best chromosome

Deriving Association Rules from Trained Network with GA-Based Decoding
To extract relations (rules) among the input attributes, Xm relating to a specific classk
one must find the input vector, which maximizes ψk. This is an optimization problem
and can be stated as ψk(xi) by considering binary data feature vector x. In ψk(xi), xi are
binary values (0 or 1). Since the objective function ψk(xi) is nonlinear and the constraints are binary, it is a nonlinear integer optimization problem. Genetic algorithm
(GA) can be used to solve this optimization problem by maximizing the objective
function ψk(xi). In this paper, we used conventional generational-GA procedures with
this objective function ψk(xi) to find the best chromosome which provided as an input
of neural network and produce best network output (i.e. highest prediction accuracy).
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After we obtain best chromosomes which produces best network output, we decoded these chromosome into the form of association rules (here, we call this association rule as ‘neural feature association rule’ because they are extracted from trained
neural network). To extract a rule for classk from the best chromosomes selected by
GA procedures, we decoded them with several procedures presented in Figure 3.

4 Experimental Results
Protein Interopaction as Binary Feature Vector
An interaction is represented as a pair of two proteins that directly binds to each other.
This protein interaction is represented by binary feature vector of interacting proteins
and their associations. Figure 4 describes this interaction representation processes.
Interactions prepared through these processes are provided to the neural networkbased clustering and to the prediction model to group each protein interaction class
and learn the association of features which generalize the interactions. Then, the constructed cluster prototype is used to predict the classes of protein interactions presented in the test step. The 13 functional categories of interacting protein from MIPS
[11] which is known for the most reliable curated protein interaction database in current literature are used to evaluate the category classes clustering accuracy.
Curated protein
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Fig. 4. The feature vector representation of protein interactions. Each interaction is represented
as a binary feature vector (whether the feature exists or not). The feature dimension reduction
filter (FDRF) marks those features as ‘don’t care’ which have SU value less than given SU
threshold δ to remove non-informative features so as to improve the performance of clustering
model. The marked features are regarded when train clustering model. The resulting vectors of
interactions are provided to the neural network learning model as network input, describe in
Figure 2, for model training, testing, and generation of neural feature association rules.

Data Sets
Each yeast protein has various functions or characteristics which are called ‘feature.’ In
this paper, set of features of each protein are collected from public genome databases
[11, 12, 15, 16, 17]. We use similar features of protein interaction of Oyama et al. [20]
which include EC numbers (from SWISS-PROT), SWISSPROT/PIR keywords,
PROSITE motifs, bias of the amino acids, segment cluster, and amino acid patterns,
etc. A major protein pairs of the interactions are also obtained from the same data
source of Oyama et al. [20]. These dataset include various experimental data such as
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YPD and Y2H by Ito et al. [16] and Uetz et al. [17]. Additionally, we used SGD to
construct more abundant feature set [12]. Table 1 shows the statistics of each interaction data source and the number of features before and after the application of FDRF.
Table 1. The statistics for the dataset
Data Source
MIPS [11]
YPD [15]
SGD [12]
Y2H (Ito et al.) [16]
Y2H (Uetz et al.) [17]

# of interactions
10,641
2,952
1,482
957
5,086

# of initial features
6,232
(total)

# of filtered features
1,293
(total)

Experiment Procedures
First, we predicted the classes of new PPIs with neural network for their 13 functional
categories obtained from MIPS [11]. The accuracy of class prediction is measured
whether the predicted class of interaction is correctly corresponds to the class of
MIPS. After this step, we constructed feature association rule from this trained neural
network with similar procedure with Figure 3.
Next, we trained another neural network with PPI data represented as binary feature vector according to the method in Figure 4. After the model training, we extracted again feature association rules from the model with the procedure in Figure 3.
Then we predicted test PPIs with these two set of association rules and measured the
prediction accuracy of each approaches with 10-fold cross-validation.
Results
Table 2 show the interaction prediction performance of various combination of
associantion mining, information theory based feature filtering, and exploitation of
rules derived from trained neural network.
Table 2. The comparison of prediction accuracies of the proposed methods. The effect of the
FDRF-based feature selection and neural network-based are shown in terms of prediction accuracy. For filtered interaction vectors by FDRF, the feature association-based prediction model
with neural association rule ( ) shows the best performance (Asc: association rule based prediction. FDRF + Asc.: prediction based on association rule mined from filtered feature vectors.
Asc. + N-Asc.: rule based prediction with association rule and the rule derived from trained
neural network. FDRF + Asc. + N-Asc.: combination of all methods).

☆

Prediction method

△

Asc. ( )
FDRF + Asc. ( )
Asc. + N-Asc. ( )
FDRF + Asc. + N-Asc. ( )

▽
◇

☆

Training set
Size
4,628
4,628
4,628
4,628

Number of interactions
Test set
Predicted correctly
(T)
(P)
463
423
463
439
463
432
463
445

Accuracy
(|P|/|T|)
91.4 %
94.8 %
93.3 %
96.1 %
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△

In Table 2, simple association mining approach ( ) achieved the lowest performance. The number of total feature used in this approach was 6,232. This is quite high
feature dimension. So, we can guess that it may includes lots of non-informative and
redundant features and these features may affect the prediction accuracy in negative
way by interfering correct rule mining. This assumption confirmed by investigating
the result of second approach, FDRF + Asc. ( ), association mining with noninformative and redundant feature filtering. This feature filtering approach improved
overall prediction performance about 3.4% than the first approach. But the third
approach, Asc. + N-Asc. ( ), prediction with the rules from association rule mining
and the rule derived from trained neural network only improved overall prediction
performance about 1.9% than the first approach.
This result can be explained again with the feature dimension problem. In this third
approach, there also exist redundant and non-informative garbage features which
decrease the prediction performance. But in this approach, eventhough there still lots
of garbage features, the over all performance improved about 1.9%. This is the effect
of the rule exploitation derived from trained neural network. This inference can be
confirmed again by investigating the result of fourth approach, FDRF + Asc. + N-Asc
( ), prediction with the rule from association mining and the rule derived from
trained neural network along with feature filtering. Non-informative and redundant
features are filtered out in this approach. Consequently, this approach improved over
all prediction accuracy up to about 4.7%. These results are outperform other several
approaches including k-NN (86.4%), support vector machine (93.3), structure and
sequence conservation-based prediction (88.5%), and generative stochastic model
with MCMC estimation (94.8%) in prediction accuracy [21].
Thus, we can say that both the information theory-based feature filtering and the
exploitation of the rule derived from trained neural network and conventional association rule mining methods are helpful for improving overall performance of feature-tofeature association-based PPI prediction. By considering these experimental results,
the proposed approaches will be useful as a data preprocessing and prediction
methods especially when we handle the data which have many features.

▽

◇

☆

5 Conclusions
We presented neural network based protein interaction learning and association rule
mining method from feature set and trained neural network model for PPI prediction
task. Also we applied information theory-based feature selection procedure to improve the performance of trained feature association learning model. The proposed
method (combination of all methods) achieved accuracy improvement about 4.7%.
From the experimental results, it is suggested that the neural network-based feature
association learning model could be used for more detailed investigation of the PPIs
by learning the hidden patterns of the data having many features and implicit associations among them. From the results, we can conclude the proposed method is suitable
for efficient analysis of PPIs through learning their hidden ‘feature associations.’
However, to overcome the false positive rates of current public interaction database
is one of the important issues for more reliable prediction. The computational complexities caused by using neural network and GA is another issues to resolve for efficient predictions. Also, more biological features such as pseudo amino acid
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composition or protein localization facts will be also helpful for improving overall
prediction accuracy and should be considered in the future works.
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Appendix
The procedures of ART-1 based protein interaction clustering.
Given array of input protein interaction vectors PPI and vigilance parameter ρ,
1. Initialize
1.1 Set the value of gain control G1 and G2,
⎧1 if input PPI I ≠ 0 and output from F2 Layer = 0
G1 , G1 = ⎨
⎩0 for all other cases
1.2 Set all nodes in F1 layer and F2 layer to 0.
1.3 Set all weight of top-down weight matrix, t ji = 1 .

1.4 Set all weight of bottom-up weight matrix,
bij = (1 (n f + 1) ) (nf = the size of the input feature vector).

1.5 Set the vigilance parameter ρ (0.2 to 0.7).
2. Repeat Step 2.1 to 2.7, for all protein-protein interaction vector PPI I .
2.1 Read randomly chosen interaction vector
PPI I = ( P1 , P2 , , PI =n f ), where P1 = 0 or 1.
nf

2.2 Compute Input yj for each node in F2, y j = ∑ Pi × bij .
i =1

2.3 Determine k, yk =

# of node s in F2

∑
j =1

max( y j ) .

2.4 Compute Activation, X k* = ( X 1* , X 2* ,
Where, X i* = tki × Pi (i = 1,

, X i*=5,240 ) for the node k in F1

,nf ) .

⎛ nf
= ⎜ ∑ X i*
PPI I
⎝ i=1
2.6 Update weight of top-down weight matrix with PPI I and node k.

2.5 Calculate similarity δ , between X i* and PPI i : δ =

If δ >

X k*

⎞

nf

∑P⎟ .
i

i =1

⎠

ρ , update top-down weight of node k, tki (new) = tki × Pi where i = 1, , n f .

2.7 Create a new node in F2 layer
2.7.1 Create a new node l.
2.7.2 Initialize top-down weight tli to the current input feature pattern.
2.7.3 Initialize button-up weight for the new node l.
nf
⎛
⎞
bil (new) = ⎜ X i* (0.5 + ∑ X i* ) ⎟ , where i = 1 n f .
i =1
⎝
⎠
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